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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an image translation model
based on deep whitening and coloring transforms as network components for underwater image enhancement. Raw
underwater images undergo unique distortions due to absorption and scattering of light. This image degradation is
further exacerbated due to wavelength dependent light attenuation and diversity of water types. We propose a generative model based image-to-image translation framework
augmented by deep whitening and coloring transforms that
allow us to color-correct, de-noise and enhance global contrast of underwater images. We demonstrate our framework
by enhancing images distorted by effects of underwater and
haze on various standard datasets and evaluate using different quantitative metrics, experiments show that the proposed work is comparable to state-of-the-art underwater
enhancement methods.

ages and limiting the overall contrast. Thus, the objects of
interest are obscured by one or all of these problems - limited range visibility, blurring, low-contrast, bright artifacts,
noise etc. Underwater image processing aims to circumvent these problems via restoration methods or enhancement methods [9]. In this work, we focus on enhancing the
underwater images by training an image-to-image translation model with a deep whitening and coloring transform as
network component.Towards addressing the problem of underwater image enhancement we make the following contributions 1. We propose an end to end image translation framework
augmented by deep whitening and coloring transforms
that can enhance underwater images by
• Color-correcting the images leading to enhanced
global contrast.
• De-noising and restoring the images corrupted by
underwater effects.

1. Introduction
Underwater imaging is an important task in marine engineering and oceanography. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs)
which rely on vision based sensor modal to meet their objectives often face challenges due to poor visibility caused
by exponential attenuation of light. The light entering the
marine domain undergoes wavelength dependent absorption and scattering resulting in low-contrasted and hazy
realm influencing the overall performance of the imaging
systems. This problem is further worsened depending on
time of the day images are captured, depth of the water,
presence of suspended particles and also the diversity of
water bodies. The forward scattering signal emanating from
objects of interest blurs the features of the image while the
backscatter signal reflected off by the water before reaching
the objects introduce a thick veil superimposing on the im∗ Corresponding
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• Preserving the original structural attributes of the
images.
2. We demonstrate our framework on popular underwater
and de-hazing image datasets and evaluate them using
quantitative and qualitative metrics to show how effective the proposed framework is.

2. Underwater Image Enhancement via Image
to Image Translation
Our work is primarily inspired by [3, 11], we propose
to use an image-translation framework for enhancing underwater images, we train a generative adversarial network
with deep learning approximated whitening and coloring
transform (DWCT) as novel network component to obtain faithful stylization results. This approximation ensures
faster inference while allowing for better stylization results

Table 1: We compare our proposed framework with that of
[7] using PSNR and SSIM as our evaluation metrics.

SSIM
Figure 1: The content and style features encoded by
{Ec , Es }
along with the coloring transformation matrix and the mean
encoded by the MLP forms the GDWCT block which is
injected between the residual blocks allowing us to perform
image translation in multiple hops. This is forwarded to
the generator GA or GB depending on the direction of the
translation being performed.
contrary to traditional WCT methods which involves nontrivial method of calculating backpropagation for the singular value decomposition values. The DWCT is applied
by grouping the channels, hence the name group-wise deep
whitening and coloring transforms (GDWCT). Image translation methods attempt to learn domain-to-domain mapping
between image data, where the content image and the style
image can be decomposed into domain-invariant (CA and
CB ) and domain-specific spaces (SA and SB ) respectively
[4, 2, 11]. The goal of this transform is to learn a mapping
from a source domain to a target domain and vice-versa,
{fDA → fDB , fDB → fDA }. We define content and style
encoders designated as {Ec , Es } which are responsible for
encoding the content and style features of images from DA
and DB . More precisely, the DWCT takes the content features CA , the coloring transformation matrix MSB and the
mean of the style µSB and is expected to perform a translation from DA→B = DW CT (CA , MSB , µSB ), where the
coloring transformation matrix MSB and the mean µSB is
formulated as a multi-layer perceptron consisting of several
linear layers and a non-linear activation function. Thus, the
coloring transform matrix and the mean of the style can be
re-written as MSB = mlpCT (SB ) and µSB = mlp(SB ).
These blocks are added in each residual block of the generator networks GA or GB depending on the direction of the
image translation. Figure 1 provides an overview of the proposed approach.

3. Results and Discussion
We demonstrate our framework on various underwater
datasets. Figure 2 provides a qualitative evaluation on a
dataset proposed in [6]. Figure 3 presents a visual assessment of our model trained on a de-hazing dataset1 . From
1 http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/ntire19/,http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/ntire18/
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Figure 2: We provide qualitative visual results comparing
various methods [1, 8, 5, 6] on a subset of U45 dataset [6].
Its evident that our framework performs better than other
works and comparable to the work proposed in [6]

the figure,we can discern that our framework can be trained
to restore images degraded by effects of different weather
inclements. Table 1 summarizes the PSNR and SSIM values on a synthetic dataset generated using the NYU-Depth
dataset [10].
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